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a b s t r a c t 

Traditionally, the production system design and reconfiguration planning are manual processes, which 

rely heavily on the designers’ expertise and tacit knowledge to find feasible system configuration solu- 

tions. Rapid responsiveness of future production systems calls for new computer-aided intelligent design 

and planning solutions, that would reduce the time and effort put into system design, both in brownfield 

and greenfield scenarios. This paper describes the implementation of a capability matchmaking software, 

which automatizes the matchmaking between product requirements and resource capabilities. The inter- 

action of the matchmaking system with external design and planning tools is explained and illustrated 

with a case example. The matchmaking approach supports production system design and reconfigura- 

tion planning by providing automatic means for checking if the existing system already fulfills the new 

product requirements, and for finding alternative resources and resource combinations to specific product 

requirements from large search spaces, e.g. from global resource catalogues. 
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. Introduction 

Responsiveness is an important strategic goal for manufactur- 

ng companies operating in a highly dynamic environment char- 

cterized by constant change. Such responsiveness and adaptivity 

s related to the need to design, reconfigure and adjust the pro- 

uction and corresponding production system as efficiently as pos- 

ible to the required changes in processing functions, production 

apacity, and dispatching of the orders. Traditionally, the produc- 

ion system design and reconfiguration planning are manual pro- 

esses, and heavily dependent on the designers’ expertise and tacit 

nowledge to find feasible system solutions by comparing the char- 

cteristics of the product to the technical properties of the avail- 

ble resources. This process is slow, and it sets limitations to the 

mount of potential system configuration alternatives that can be 

onsidered. Meeting the requirements of fast adaptation calls for 

ew computer-aided intelligent planning and decision support so- 

utions, that would reduce the time and effort put into system de- 

ign, both in brownfield (reconfiguration) and greenfield (new sys- 

em design) scenarios. 
∗ Corresponding author. 
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A key enabler of smart manufacturing is the virtualization of 

hysical assets of the manufacturing, namely resources and prod- 

cts ( Lu and Xu, 2018 ; Tao et al., 2018 ). There is a need for for-

al, structured representation of resources and products that al- 

ow the resource vendors to describe the functionality of their of- 

erings in a comparable manner, and system designers to make a 

atch between the product requirements and resource capabilities. 

ormal engineering ontologies and other Semantic Web technolo- 

ies have become popular solutions for addressing the semantic 

nteroperability issue in heterogeneous distributed environments 

 Ameri et al., 2012 ; Jardim-Goncalves et al., 2016 ; Leitão et al.,

016 ). Several different semantic ontology-based descriptions have 

een proposed for the service description in Cloud Manufacturing 

ontext (e.g. ( Luo et al., 2013 ; Yuan et al., 2017 ; Lu and Xu, 2018 )).

u and Xu (2018) presented a service composition and mapping 

pproach based on ontological description of the services and Jena 

ules to compare the service request with the offering. Manufac- 

uring Service Description Language (MSDL) was developed as a 

ormal domain ontology for representing the capabilities of man- 

facturing services, focusing on mechanical machining and metal 

asting services ( Ameri et al., 2012 ), and used for a matchmaking 

ethodology, which aims to connect buyers and sellers of man- 

facturing services in distributed digital manufacturing environ- 

ents ( Ameri and Patil, 2012 ). Ameri and McArthur ( Ameri and 
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Fig. 1. Internal process phases in Capability Matchmaking. 
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cArthur, 2014 ) utilized SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) for 

ntelligent supplier discovery based on the services they provide. 

Despite there being several approaches to service description 

nd resource virtualization, the current research around service 

nd capability matching has concentrated more on the theory 

nd framework, rather than comprehensive descriptions of the re- 

ources and services, and practical implementations of the match- 

aking. In addition, the previous research effort s to describe man- 

facturing resource capabilities have not considered the combined 

apabilities of multiple co-operating resources, and consequently 

ave not included mechanisms to infer the aggregated parameters 

f combined capabilities. Thus, the existing approaches cannot pro- 

ide a solution for capability matchmaking in the context of pro- 

uction system design and reconfiguration planning. 

During the EU funded project ReCaM, we have developed com- 

uterized support for the system design and reconfiguration plan- 

ing process. The approach relies on formal description of re- 

ources and products, providing a foundation for rapid creation of 

ew system configurations through capability-based matchmaking 

f product requirements and resource offerings ( Järvenpää et al., 

018a, 2018b, 2018c, Siltala et al., 2018a, 2018b ). The matchmaking 

ystem allows the designer to search through large resource cat- 

logues to find feasible resource combination alternatives without 

anual effort. 

In this paper, we will introduce the implementation of the 

atchmaking software, and how it can be utilized by external 

esign and planning tools. The paper is organized as follows. In 

ection 2 we will introduce the capability matchmaking system 

nd its associated concepts, information models, and software ar- 

hitecture. In Section 3 we will explain how external design and 

lanning tools can utilize the matchmaking software through its 

eb Service interface. In Section 4 we will give an example of the 

se of the matchmaking system and its internal functionality. Fi- 

ally, we will end with discussions and conclusions in Section 5 . 

. Capability matchmaking system 

The matchmaking system intends to ease up the system design 

nd reconfiguration planning procedure by automatically suggest- 

ng alternative resource combinations for specific product require- 

ents. In this section we will first discuss about the formal in- 

ormation models used as an input for the matchmaking. Secondly, 

e will shortly explain the matchmaking procedure relying of rule- 

ased reasoning. Thirdly, we will introduce the implemented soft- 

are architecture for the matchmaking system. 

.1. Involved information models 

The foundation of the capability matchmaking is the for- 

al information models representing the product requirements 

nd available manufacturing resources. We have developed OWL 

Web Ontology Language) -based information models to represent 

his information, and introduced them in our earlier publications 

 Järvenpää et al., 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, Siltala et al., 2018a, 2018b ). 

ntology Engineering Methodology ( Sure et al., 2009 ) was followed 

uring the model development. The models are available for down- 

oad in ( Järvenpää et al., 2019a ). 

The Resource Model ontology is used to describe the avail- 

ble manufacturing resources, including their capabilities, inter- 

aces and other characteristics, as well as systems composed of 

ultiple resources. The Resource Model ( Järvenpää et al., 2018 a) 

mports two other ontologies, namely Resource Interface Model 

nd Capability Model. The Resource Interface Model ( Siltala et al., 

018 a) is used to give a formal description of the resource inter- 

aces. 
436 
The Capability Model ( Järvenpää et al., 2018 b) formalizes func- 

ionalities of resources and parameters related to these function- 

lities. It also defines relations between simple (atomic) and com- 

ined capabilities. For instance, a robot can have a simple capa- 

ility “Moving” and a gripper can have simple capabilities “Grasp- 

ng” and “Releasing”. Together they can create combined capabili- 

ies “Pick and Place” and “Transporting”. Based on these formalized 

elations, the potential resource combinations that have a certain 

ombined capability can be identified programmatically by utiliz- 

ng information provided by SPARQL queries. The Capability Model 

mports another ontology called Process Taxonomy Model, which 

ategorizes different manufacturing and assembly processes in a 

ierarchical structure. 

Product Model ontology ( Järvenpää et al., 2018 c), can be used 

o describe the product requirements for the matchmaking. The 

roduct Model describes the parts and their basic characteristics, 

ub-assemblies and their contained parts, processes related to the 

arts and sub-assemblies, capability requirements related to the 

rocesses, and sequence of the processes. The Product Model also 

mports the Process Taxonomy, which allows to build a link be- 

ween the product requirements and provided capabilities during 

he matchmaking. 

The matchmaking is performed with Matchmaking ontology, 

hich imports both Resource and Product Model ontologies. It in- 

ludes also the matchmaking rules discussed in the following sec- 

ion. 

.2. Matchmaking stages and rules 

The capability matchmaking involves two aspects: Generation 

f new resource combinations and matching the capabilities of 

hese combinations with the product requirements. The process 

ow is illustrated in Fig. 1 . First, the matchmaking system gener- 

tes new resource combinations that have capabilities requested 

y the product, e.g. “Screwing”. Next, the interface compatibility 

f the resources is checked based on the interface matchmaking 

ules ( Siltala et al., 2018 b). After that, the combined capability pa- 

ameters are calculated for the remaining resource combinations 

ased on the combined capability rules. Finally, when the resource 

ombinations have been created and their combined capabilities 

ave been calculated, these combined capabilities are compared to 

he characteristics and requirements of the product. For this pur- 

ose, capability matchmaking rules are used. The combined capa- 

ility rules have been introduced in ( Järvenpää et al., 2018 a) and 

atchmaking rules in ( Järvenpää et al., 2019 a). Both have been im- 

lemented with SPIN rule language (SPARQL Inferencing Notation), 

hich is a W3C Member Submission that has become the de-facto 

ndustry standard to represent SPARQL rules and constraints on Se- 

antic Web models ( SPIN working group 2017 ). SPIN can be used 

o link class definitions with SPARQL queries to capture constraints 

nd rules that formalize the expected behavior of those classes. A 
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Fig. 2. Overall software architecture of the capability matchmaking system, modi- 

fied from ( Järvenpää et al., 2019b ). 
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Fig. 3. Interaction of the capability matchmaking software with other external tools 

and databases. 
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uitable reasoner tool such as SPIN API ( Knublauch, 2016 ) can then 

nfer new information created by the rules, and assert it to the on- 

ology for later use e.g. in SPARQL query execution. 

.3. Implementation of the capability matchmaking software 

The capability matchmaking software follows the principles of 

lient-server architecture. It is constructed from three main com- 

onents: the capability matchmaking web service; the software 

ackages for executing the capability matchmaking process; and 

he formal information models, discussed in the previous section. 

he web service and associated software modules are deployed 

nd hosted on Apache Tomcat server. 

Fig. 2 outlines the layered architecture of the capability match- 

aking system, and interactions between the various layers. It also 

llustrates the technologies and languages used for the software 

mplementation. The Data Model Layer contains the ontology and 

ther data models needed for the matchmaking. The Data Layer 

epresents the actual data, i.e. instances, used during the match- 

aking. The Business and Data Access layers run and execute the 

atchmaking procedures. The top most layer represents different 

lient systems, which interact with the web service component 

f the system in order to trigger matchmaking or to obtain the 

atchmaking results. 

The Web Service layer is implemented as a RESTful web service. 

his choice for interface allows easy and loose coupling for client 

pplications to connect with the matchmaking system in order to 

end requests and receive responses. 

The most important packages in the architecture from the 

atchmaking reasoning perspective are the Capability Query Li- 

rary (CQL) and the Matchmaker on the Business layer. The Match- 

aker is responsible for sequencing and managing the matchmak- 

ng process, and performing the actual matchmaking for the in- 

oming requests. It takes care of the execution of the various SPIN 
437 
ules through the Java-based CQL API (Application Programming 

nterface). It creates resource combination possibilities, calculates 

he combined capability parameters for the involved resource com- 

inations, checks the interface compatibility of the resources, ex- 

cutes matchmaking rules from the Matchmaking Ontology and 

onstructs the matchmaking result from the rule inferences. CQL 

ses the open source Jena semantic web framework ( Apache Soft- 

are Foundation 2017 ) and Openllet reasoner ( Openllet API, 2019 ) 

or working with the ontology models. Jena and Openllet them- 

elves do not support SPIN. Thus, another open source library that 

uilds on top of Jena, called SPIN API ( Knublauch, 2016 ), is used to

xecute these rules. 

. Interaction of the capability matchmaking system with 

xternal software 

The Capability Matchmaking is implemented as a web service, 

nd there is currently no integrated graphical user interface (GUI) 

or it. The aimed use case is that the system designer calls the ser- 

ice through his desired planning system, which follows the speci- 

ed XML message schemas (XSD) or JSON messages for interacting 

ith the web service. Even the matchmaking system itself doesn’t 

ave a GUI, it can be called manually by sending the requests (and 

eceiving results) through the service URL as XML or JSON format- 

ed text. 

As an input, the matchmaking system needs the search space to 

onsider. This includes the Product Requirement Description (PRD) 

nd a set of Resource Descriptions (RD) forming the Resource Pool 

hat ought to be considered during the matchmaking process. In 

ase of reconfiguration scenario, also the description of the existing 

ystem layout should be included. The inputs are provided to the 

atchmaking software by the client application in the form of PRD 

Ds and RD IDs. The search space is then retrieved and read into 

he Matchmaking Ontology from various catalogues storing the ac- 

ual information content. For instance, the resource information is 

ollected from Resource Catalogue where resource providers have 

upplied descriptions of their offerings in the Resource Description 

ormat ( Siltala et al., 2018 a). The PRD is represented with the Prod- 

ct Model ontology format ( Järvenpää et al., 2018 a). 

The Capability matchmaking system takes the capability re- 

uirements and match them with the capabilities existing on the 

urrent system (in case of reconfiguration scenario), or create new 

esource combinations that match with the requirements. As an 

utput, it provides the matchmaking result. It includes the IDs of 

he resources and resource combinations matching to each process 

tep defined in the PRD. 

The matchmaking is a time-consuming process, and therefore 

he interaction was implemented as asynchronous calls. Fig. 3 

hows the interaction between an external application (client) with 
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he capability matchmaking system to create the matchmaking 

earch space (sequences 1 and 2), to trigger the matchmaking pro- 

ess with a matchmaking request (sequence 3) and to request the 

atchmaking result (sequence 4). 

The matchmaking system provides the found matches to the 

xternal design tools, where the information can be further pro- 

essed. In addition to the resource identification information, var- 

ous business properties, performance and reliability related infor- 

ation is collected and delivered along the resource record in the 

atchmaking result. The designer can use the provided informa- 

ion to evaluate the suitability of the suggested resource(s) for a 

pecific task, and to configure the system based on valued opti- 

ization criteria, such as availability, performance, least number 

f reconfigurations, or costs. The designer will then allocate the re- 

ources to specific production tasks and workstations. The match- 

aking process can be repeated, with different inputs, until all the 

asks have a match or other optimization criteria for resource se- 

ection is achieved. 

The matchmaking result delivered to the client does not con- 

ider the allocation of resources for a specific process step or work- 

tation. It deals each process step individually, and thus it is the 

uty of the client application (or the designer) to consider the op- 

imum resource allocation and layout of the production system. For 

xample, if the designer allocates a resource instance to a specific 

rocess step and a physical location (e.g. workstation), he/she can- 

ot use the same resource for some later process step in different 

ocation, without having more resource instances of the same kind. 

n this sense, the matchmaking result delivers only potential pos- 

ibilities from the perspectives of capability parameters and phys- 

cal interface connectivity, and the client application (or designer) 

eeds to ensure that the production system can actually be built 

rom the available resources. 

During the ReCaM project, interaction of the matchmaking sys- 

em with two client applications was tested. These were the Flex- 

ble System Engineering Platform meant for greenfield system de- 

ign, and Integrated Reconfiguration and Production Planning tool 

ntended for brownfield system design ( Colledani et al., 2018 ) . See 

 Järvenpää et al., 2019b ) for more details of the interaction testing. 

. Matchmaking case example 

This section will explain the usage and internal functionality 

f the matchmaking system by an example scenario. In the sce- 

ario, the production system designer designs a new production 

ystem for a switch valve assembly process and utilizes the ca- 

ability matchmaking system to find feasible resources and/or re- 

ource combinations. The figures show real test data from running 

he matchmaking system through its web service interface. 

Fig. 4 a demonstrates the inputs provided by and outputs re- 

eived by the client system. The left side of Fig. 4 a illustrates 

he matchmaking request and right side the matchmaking result. 

irstly, the request contains a reference to the PRD of the switch 

alve product. This PRD contains all the process steps and their 

equirements included in the valve assembly process, but for il- 

ustration, we focus here on one process step “stick sub-assembly 

crewing” (green arrow). It requires screwing a M6 hexagon socket 

ead screw to the end torque between 13 and 17 Nm. The PRD is 

raphically illustrated in the top left corner of Fig. 4 a. The lower 

eft corner illustrates the actual request message sent through the 

eb service interface in XML-format. 

Secondly, the request contains reference to the resource search 

pace. In brownfield case it would be an existing system layout, 

ut in this case the designer is working with greenfield case, and 

uch production system does not exist. Thus, he/she selects some 

roduction resource catalogue(s) and specific resources (if not all), 

nd creates a Resource Pool out of them ( Fig. 3 / Sequence 1). The
438 
eference to the selected resource pool is illustrated by blue arrow 

n Fig. 4 a. 

After the request has been sent through the designer’s client 

ystem, the matchmaking is performed for each process step one 

y one. Fig 4 b represents the internal reasoning process of the 

atchmaking system for dealing with the specific process step re- 

uiring “Screwing” capability. Only a subset of our complete test 

ata is shown. First, the matchmaking creates new resource com- 

inations from the available resource pool for the required capa- 

ility at capability concept name level, i.e. resource combinations 

hat could provide “Screwing” capability. The available resources in 

he resource pool are illustrated in left in the figure, while the first 

hase presents four different combinations created by the match- 

aking software (i-iv). While creating these combinations, match- 

aking software will simultaneously check that the interfaces of 

he resources are compatible, and the resources can be physically 

onnected. In case of the resource combination (ii) on the second 

hase, the tool bit does not fit into the screw driver’s tool interface 

nd thus the incompatible combination from interface perspective 

s filtered out. 

After that, the matchmaking system will calculate the combined 

apability parameters for the remaining combinations and check 

hat the capability parameters match with the parametric require- 

ents of the product. During the combined capability calculation, 

he matchmaking system considers each individual resource and 

alculates the viable range for the whole combination. I.e. if a tool 

it can bear only a certain torque, it will limit the overall torque 

or the whole combination. The combined capability SPIN rules are 

sed for inferring the combination parameters and matchmaking 

PIN rules are used to compare the parametric requirements of 

he product with the capability parameters. In this example case 

he matchmaking system will check that the screw type and screw 

ead size matches with the tool type and size and that the re- 

uired torque is within the range of the provided torque. Unsuit- 

ble resources and resource combinations are again filtered out. In 

his case the combination possibility (i) (in phase three) does not 

rovide enough torque, and it is eliminated from this result. In the 

nd, only two resource combinations are left as feasible sugges- 

ions in the matchmaking result. The alternative (iv) is the same 

hat is visualized as a result in Fig. 4 a. 

. Discussion and conclusions 

We presented the implementation of a capability matchmak- 

ng software and its interaction with external design and plan- 

ing tools through its web service interface. This service can be 

xploited both during greenfield and brownfield system design, to 

utomatize the search for suitable resources and resource combi- 

ations for specific product requirements. The matchmaking sys- 

em utilizes formal OWL-based information representations of both 

roducts and resources, and SPIN rules to infer new knowledge 

rom those representations. The matchmaking service and soft- 

are take inputs from different client systems, executes the var- 

ous rules needed during the matchmaking process, and delivers 

he results back to the clients. 

The developed approach contributes to the existing resource 

irtualization and matchmaking research by providing means for 

odelling and reasoning about the combined capabilities of mul- 

iple co-operating resources. It describes the parameters relating 

o the capabilities, and utilizes SPIN rules to infer the parameters 

f combined capabilities from the parameters of the simple capa- 

ilities and to insert them to the model. It is a unique approach 

nd implementation, which has not been presented by other re- 

earchers. Similar conceptual ideas for capability matching have 

een presented, e.g. in ( Ameri and Patil, 2012 ). The main differ- 

nce, however, lies in the ability to automatically manage com- 
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Fig. 4. a) Matchmaking request and result; b) Internal process in the matchmaking system. 
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ined capabilities. First of all, it allows the resources to be de- 

cribed on a lower level of granularity, and secondly, it eliminates 

he need to describe the combined capabilities manually for each 

ossible resource combination. The resource combinations can be 

ynamically created for certain requirements based on the descrip- 

ions of the single resources. 

The capability matching reasoning actions, discussed in this pa- 

er, can be performed automatically based on the defined SPIN 

ules. However, the results should be validated by human designer 

uring the layout design and resource selection, as the information 

odels and rules are always a simplified representation of the real 

orld. Some of the capabilities depend on the physical location be- 

ween the combined resources. This information is not currently 

andled with the Resource Model, and can not thus be taken into 

onsideration during the matchmaking. 

Despite these inaccuracies in the combined capability calcula- 

ion and capability matchmaking, the presented approach can pro- 

ide a valuable aid for the system designer. It gives a possibility to 

utomatically explore large resource catalogues and rapidly filter 

ut the unsuitable resources, leaving only the possible resources 

nd resource combinations for the given requirement. The designer 

oesn’t need to do parameter or interface compatibility checking, 

ut may concentrate on the layout planning and final resource se- 

ection. Consequently, less manual and time-consuming search and 
A

439 
ltering effort is needed to find and evaluate different alternative 

olutions, and more alternative configurations can be considered, 

ompared to traditional design approach, leading to potentially in- 

ovative system solutions. Thus, we expect the presented capabil- 

ty matchmaking approach and software to ease and speed up the 

ystem design and reconfiguration planning process. 

In the future, new industrial projects will be established to test 

he matchmaking approach and software in wider industrial set- 

ings covering larger amount of different process capabilities. Fur- 

hermore, the reliability and information content of the matchmak- 

ng result should be increased by extending the current approach 

ith automatic layout generation for feasibility checks and pro- 

essing time estimations. 
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